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Fig. 1. Teaser. This teaser shows a running example of PM4Car, a scriptable parametric modeling interface designed for
conceptual car design using PM4VR. Conceptual car designer write a Java♭ script (left figure) and run it on PM4Car, the
corresponding 3D conceptual car model is generated in real-time (middle figure). After connecting PM4Car with Oculus Quest
2 VR headset via SteamVR plugin, designer can tune parameters using VR controllers in virtual environment (right figure).

Abstract—This paper introduces PM4Car, a novel scriptable
parametric modeling interface tailored for conceptual car de-
sign, leveraging the power of PM4VR (Parametric Modeling
for Virtual Reality). The integration of parametric modeling
techniques with VR environments offers a unique platform for
conceptual car designers to explore parametric design concepts.
PM4Car aims to enhance the efficiency and creativity of the
conceptual car design process by providing a easy-to-use, flexible
and intuitive interface for designers to script and manipulate
parametric models in an immersive virtual environment.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The conceptual car design industry is undergoing a trans-
formative shift with the advent of parametric modeling [1] and
virtual reality technologies [2]. Parametric Modeling (PM) [3]
is a innovative approach in Computer-Aided Design (CAD) [4]
that revolutionizes the way objects are created and manipu-
lated. Unlike traditional modeling techniques, parametric mod-
eling establishes relationships between geometric elements

and defines their properties through parameters [5]. These
parameters serve as dynamic variables [6], allowing designers
to easily modify the shape, size, and other characteristics of
a model by adjusting the associated parameters [7]. This not
only enhances efficiency and flexibility in the design process
but also facilitates the exploration of design iterations [8].

Virtual Reality (VR) [9] is a transformative technology that
immerses users in virtual environments, creating a sense of
presence and interaction beyond the physical world’s confines.
By employing VR headsets and controllers [10], users are
transported to a simulated reality where they can engage
with three-dimensional spaces and objects [11], making VR a
powerful tool for applications ranging from edutainment [12]–
[14] to training [15]–[19], exercising [20]–[23], and design-
ing [24]–[26]. VR technology has rapidly evolved, providing
a new dimension for human-computer interaction and fostering
innovative solutions across industries.

With the combination of PM and VR, Parametric Modeling
for Virtual Reality (PM4VR) proposed by Li et al. [27] revo-



Fig. 2. Overview of our approach.

lutionizes the traditional way of parametric modeling by im-
mersing designers in virtual environments through a scriptable
interactive user interface. PM4VR enables designers to create
and visualize parametric design iterations in virtual space,
fostering innovation and accelerating the design process. How-
ever, there is no existing research work that has systemati-
cally explored a scriptable parametric modeling interface for
conceptual car design. Therefore, given this observation, we
propose PM4Car, a novel scripting-based parametric modeling
interface integrated with PM4VR, to empower designers in the
conceptualization phase of parametric car design.

Fig. 1 showcases our proposed interactive interface of
PM4Car, a scriptable parametric modeling interface for con-
ceptual car design using PM4VR. In this demo, a conceptual
car designer writes a Java♭ script as shown in the left figure.
Upon executing this design script within PM4Car, the middle
figure displays a real-time generation of a 3D car model. As
shown in the right figure, the integration of PM4Car with
Oculus Quest 2 VR headset, facilitated by SteamVR plugin,
opens up a new dimension of interactive conceptual car design
interface that allows designer fine-tuning parameters using VR
controllers, fostering an immersive designing experience.

II. OVERVIEW

Fig. 2 shows the overview of our approach. As shown in
Fig. 2 (a), we develop a novel plugin for Unity3D Editor,
called NURBS Editor, that supports four NURBS geometry
operations including: (1) Create NURBS Surface (Ctrl+G), (2)
Update NURBS Surface (Ctrl+U), (3) Load NURBS Surface
(Ctrl+L) and (4) Write NURBS Surface (Ctrl+W). After
pressing ”Ctrl+G” key, a default NURBS surface (a square
quad with 4x4 control points) is generated in the scene as

Fig. 3. Parametric Functions (Part I).

shown in Fig. 2 (b). The NURBS Surface can be updated via
dragging the control points’ positions (or scaling the control
points’s radius to adjust the weights) followed by pressing
”Ctrl+U” key as shown in Fig. 2 (c). After a NURBS Surface
is well-designed, for example in Fig. 2 (d), a NURBS Surface
named ”Hood” is written into a file called ”Hood.NURBS” by
pressing ”Ctrl+W” key; Or, loaded into the scene by pressing
”Ctrl+L” key. These operations are implemented by us in the
C# scripts of ”NURBSGeometry.cs” and ”NURBSEditor.cs”.

Fig. 2 (e) shows a Java♭ script sample for parametric
car modeling using PM4Car. For more details about Java♭

parametric language programming, please refer to the paper for
PM4VR proposed by Li et al. [27]. The parametric function
implemented for this example is shown in Fig. 2 (f). After
sending this Java♭ script into the PM4VR modeling interface
as shown in Fig. 2 (g), the conceptual car is synthesized by
invoking three parts of the Java♭ scripts including (1) Adding
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(1) Parametric Function: func(u, v) = f1(u, v) (2) Parametric Function: func(u, v) = f2(u, v) (3) Parametric Function: func(u, v) = f3(u, v)

Fig. 4. Different Parametric Configurations. This figure shows parametric conceptual car models designed with PM4Car using
different parametric configurations such as NURBS surface designs, parametric functions and parameter values.

NURBS surfaces of ”Hood” and ”Trunk” which are defined by
parametric function ”func(u,v) f”; (2) Adding NURBS surfaces
of ”Door”, ”Bumper”, and ”Window” which are defined by
parametric function ”func(u,v) g = 0”; and (3) Adding prefabs
of ”Seat”, ”Wheels” and ”Lights” which are hand-made 3D
models designed in Unity3D Editor as shown in Fig. 2 (h). In
the end, a parametric 3D conceptual car model is automatically
generated in real-time as shown in Fig. 2 (i).

III. TECHNICAL APPROACH

To facilitate NURBS (Non-Uniform Rational B-Splines)
geometry operations within the Unity3D Editor using PM4Car,
we devise a plugin comprising two essential C# scripts:
”NURBSEditor.cs.” and ”NURBSGeometry.cs”. The former
script, ”NURBSEditor.cs,” is placed in the ”Assets/Editor”
directory to ensure its integration into the Unity3D Editor’s
dropdown menu, complemented by hotkey support for con-
venient accessibility. This script serves as the interface for
users to engage with NURBS functionality efficiently. On the
other hand, the ”NURBSGeometry.cs” script is designed to be
attached as a MonoBehaviour component to a GameObject
within the scene. This enables the application of NURBS

geometry operations directly to specific game objects, thereby
extending the versatility of the plugin for parametric modeling
within the Unity3D Editor environment.

NURBS Editor. The plugin incorporates key NURBS geome-
try operations to streamline the modeling process in Unity3D
Editor, featuring: (1) Create NURBS Surface (Ctrl+G), (2)
Update NURBS Surface (Ctrl+U), (3) Load NURBS Surface
(Ctrl+L), and (4) Write NURBS Surface (Ctrl+W). Initiating
”Ctrl+G” generates a default NURBS surface configured as a
square quad with 4x4 control points. Users can dynamically
refine the NURBS surface by manipulating the positions of
control points or adjusting the radius to modify weights,
followed by the application of changes through ”Ctrl+U.” To
preserve a well-designed NURBS surface, users can write it
to a file using the ”Ctrl+W” command or load a pre-existing
NURBS surface into the scene with ”Ctrl+L.” These NURBS
operations provide an interactive environment for creating and
managing NURBS surfaces within Unity3D Editor.

NURBS Surface. After connecting this manually designed
NURBS surfaces with user-specified Java♭ script via the
PM4VR modeling interface, parametric NURBS surface can
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Parameter: R = 0.3 Parameter: R = 0.6 Parameter: R = 0.9

Fig. 5. Different Parameter Values. This figure shows parametric conceptual car models designed with PM4Car using the same
NURBS surface design and the parametric function f2(u, v) under different parameter values of R and r, where R, r ∈ [0, 1].

be generated automatically using PM4Car interface. Mathe-
matically, for each NURBS surface, the control points’ posi-
tions are represented as {pi,j |i ∈ [0,m], j ∈ [0, n]}, and the
control weights are the radius of each control point which are
represented as {wi,j |i ∈ [0,m], j ∈ [0, n]}, then, the NURBS
surface’s parametric equation s(u, v) is represented as:

s(u, v) =

∑m
i=0

∑n
j=0 wi,jb

i
p(u)b

j
q(v)pi,j∑m

i=0

∑n
j=0 wi,jbip(u)b

j
q(v)

, (1)

where bip(u) is the pth order B-spline basis function of the
ith control point. Given knot values {0, ..., ki, ki+1, ..., 1}, if
u ∈ [ki, ki+1], bi0(u) = 1; Otherwise, bi0(u) = 0. We have:

bip(u) = bip−1(u)
u− ki

ki+p − ki
+ bi+1

p−1(u)
ki+1+p − u

ki+1+p − ki+1
(2)

where the knot values are Bezier uniform NURBS knots.

Parametric Function. In the PM4Car interface, in order
to parameterize NURBS surface, NURBS surface s(u, v) is
deformed along normal direction at distance defined as para-
metric function f(u, v). We propose a Java♭ function called
addNURBSSurface(”NURBS name”, f(u, v), u0 : u1, v0 :
v1). Mathematically, we construct the surface by first loading
the NURBS geometry from ”¡NURBS name¿.NURBS” file as

s(u, v); Then, deforming NURBS surface along normal direc-
tion at (u, v) with distance of parametric function f(u, v). This
results in a new parametric surface g(u, v), mathematically, we
have g(u, v) calculated with the following equation:

g(u, v) = s(u, v) +
su(u, v)× sv(u, v)∣∣∣∣su(u, v)× sv(u, v)

∣∣∣∣f(u, v) (3)

IV. EXPERIMENT RESULTS

To assess the effectiveness of our proposed technical ap-
proach, a series of numerical experiments were undertaken on
conceptual car designs using the scriptable parametric model-
ing interface of PM4Car. The implementation of our proposed
approach was executed within Unity 3D with the 2019 version
and generated these experiment results with hardware configu-
rations containing Intel Core i5 CPU, 32GB DDR4 RAM, and
NVIDIA GeForce GTX 1650 4GB GDDR6 Graphics Card.
Figure 4 presents the outcomes of the parametric design pro-
cess for conceptual car models within PM4Car, incorporating
diverse parametric configurations such as NURBS surfaces,
parametric functions, and parameter values. The three columns
illustrate distinct NURBS surface designs, with the corre-
sponding Java♭ scripts for the parametric functions showcased



(a) Parametric Function: func(u, v) = fa(u, v) (b) Parametric Function: func(u, v) = fb(u, v)

(c) Parametric Function: func(u, v) = fc(u, v) (d) Parametric Function: func(u, v) = fd(u, v)

Fig. 6. Different Parametric Functions. This figure shows parametric conceptual car models designed with PM4Car using the
same NURBS surface design and the parameter values of R = 0.5, r = 0.5 under different parametric function settings.

in Fig.3. The second and third rows of Fig.4 display the
impact of different parameter values, specifically R = 0.0 and
R = 0.5, respectively. Moving forward, Fig.5 exhibits results
from PM4Car utilizing the same NURBS surface design and
parametric function f2(u, v) but with varying parameter values
of R and r, where R, r ∈ 0.3, 0.6, 0.9. Fig.6 showcases
parametric conceptual car models with consistent NURBS
surface design and R = 0.5, r = 0.5, but employing different
parametric functions, detailed in Fig.7. Lastly, Fig.8 captures
a designer wearing an Oculus Quest 2 headset, engaged in the
immersive experience of fine-tuning conceptual car parameter
values within PM4Car’s virtual reality environment. For an in-
depth exploration, an experiment result video is available at
the following link: https://youtu.be/ymAvDBE6tdw.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we introduce PM4Car, a scriptable parametric
modeling interface tailored for conceptual car design. Lever-
aging the capabilities of PM4VR, an innovative virtual reality
(VR) extension, PM4Car provides a dynamic platform for
designers to create and refine conceptual car models through
a script-driven approach. The interface incorporates diverse
parametric configurations, including NURBS surface designs,
scriptable parametric functions, and customizable parameter
values. Through PM4Car, designers can engage in an intuitive
design experience within a virtual environment.

Fig. 7. Parametric Functions (Part II).

As shown from the experiment results, PM4Car stands as
a cutting-edge scriptable parametric modeling interface for
conceptual car design, offering a balance between precision
and creativity. Its integration with PM4VR elevates the design
experience, providing designers with a versatile and immersive
platform for crafting innovative car models. This paper out-
lines the efficacy of PM4Car in the context of conceptual car
design and sets the stage for future advancements in scriptable
parametric modeling interfaces.



Fig. 8. User Study. This figure shows a user fine-tuning the conceptual car’s parameter values using PM4Car in virtual reality.
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